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Og mandino scrolls audio

Sorry! Something went wrong Is your network connection unstable or browser outdated? Want more? Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! Sorry! Something went wrong Is your network connection unstable or browser outdated? Copyright ©2022 Habit Finder Og Mandino narrated the Ten Scrolls from his perennial bestseller “The
Greatest Salesman in the World” the year he passed away. Download this treasured audio EXCLUSIVELY available here. GET YOUR FREE SCROLLS Customer reviews What listeners say about The Greatest Salesman in the World Average Customer Ratings Overall 5 out of 5 stars 4.8 out of 5.0 5 Stars 3,862 4 Stars 372 3 Stars 138 2 Stars 56 1 Stars
46 Performance 5 out of 5 stars 4.8 out of 5.0 5 Stars 3,383 4 Stars 327 3 Stars 95 2 Stars 32 1 Stars 31 Story 5 out of 5 stars 4.8 out of 5.0 5 Stars 3,330 4 Stars 329 3 Stars 118 2 Stars 41 1 Stars 38 I first read this book over 20 years ago and I followed the 30 days of reading each scroll. I developed the good habits it teaches. Now listening to it I
realized that I didn't head some of warnings when you don't exercise your brain muscle. I'm super excited to have this book in my audio library and I will take on my daily runs for about the next 10 months. Here's a tip, bookmark the chapters for each scroll and listen to that chapter for 30 days on your commute to work or during your daily exercise
time. Brian P. Connors 11-10-16 One of the best business, sales, life, inspiration, motivation books I've ever listened to...and I've read/listened to hundreds. Wow. Before you read this you must understand that IF you apply the principles in this book to your life the way it describes you cannot fail. You may struggle and have some setbacks but you will
NOT fail. The seven principles are all things we know to do. However, this book teaches you to make them habits, not something you kind of know. What do I mean by kind of know? It means when someone mentions them you say, "oh, yeah that makes sense." If you think, "I cannot live by those principles, they are too hard." Fear not, the book teaches
you to create a habit around each one. Good habits trump experience every day, all day. As a believer and knowing the Gospel this book plays right into my purpose in life and that is to glorify God and fear nothing act now! Amen ignacio david garcia 12-24-16 I have purchased about 20 audiobooks, I have to say this has been the best, by far. Great
story telling! Ten great ancient scrolls that are truly amazing and motivational for people to follow & pursue. I have heard so much about this book that I feared I would be let down. Truly a classic for anyone to read! Great listen!Story is very interesting in how it interweaves religion into the over all plot. With out the greatest salesman in the world,
Jesus may not have ever grown up?! Interesting to think about! absolutely phenomenal. filled with timeless truths. this has the potential to change your life and shape your future. written in n extremely compelling fasion. Something we should all read and principles that would dramatically change anyone’s life, if you make them a habit! very inspiring
and uplifting. This audio book coupled with the book is a staple in anyone's personal development library. Such an amazing story with many, many... many golden nuggets to take and use for your life's journey. I loved it! one of my favourite books,great story with a self help vibe, couldn't put it down so I got the audio version too Almantas Mikenas 1226-20 Enjoyed every moment of it. Will listen every week for the next year. It is truly remarkable. Worth listening too as the lessons within are timeless! Well read with great intonation that keeps you listening. Get it, listen, listen again and again and again! It’s one of those books
The book carries a great depth of wisdom in an unconventional way.
The key is to apply The principles in this book are timeless. Certainly relevant to our times. I have started the second part of my life/career, yet I found the book inspiring and a reminder of the basics.The story is short and engaging and the voice of the narrator is just perfect for it. Not sure what I wanted to get out of this, I mean the title is subjective
right. Overall, I thought it was of little value to me personally. As an atheist, as soon as any religious names are mentioned I tend to switch off or sigh. So overall I have given it a 1*. Tried to listen to it all in foul swoop but took 2-3 listens to complete. If you really want to read a book on being the greatest salesman in the world then probably
something by Jordan Belford (wolf of wolf street, or a superb con-artist might add more value). Hope this helps someone in their decision making. I ❤ it. I was lucky to find this book at the early age and there's no year passing without reading it at least once The amazing voicing breathed life into the content and the help my comprehension of the
contents Og Mandino has put together an absolute gem of a sales book for those who need the extra nudge to get themselves in the headspace and motivation needed to sell yourself. Gold in these pages. Foundational truths that have stood the test of time. Will be listening to this more than once. Random book about random story. Provides no useful
info, strongly don't recommend. I would prefer a full cash back. Can't believe I spent my money on this garbage and I do not understand why it needs to exist. Lovely storey that had me listening all the way to the end. I was cleaning my house and I thought oh ill just do a ten minute clean and then I ended up putting on my headphones so I could keep
listening while I vacuumed and before I knew it. the house is sparkling and I've had wise knowledge passed onto me. Thank you I thourily enjoyed every minuite This is or of the best books I have read yet.. I was not expecting how it ended and I shed a tear to be honest by the audio captivated me from the start and the narrator was just amazing and
bringing the emotions to life . I was hooked till the end. It left me wanting more and oh am I so proud of myself for listening to this audiobook.. thank you !!thank you !!!thank you!! The title can be misleading - the principles set out in Og Mandino's classic from the 60s are timeless. This book is weird and wacky. If you like Alladin you will like this
book. Really was engaging and had something of value to offer. The story line and lessons were priceless and I’m listening again for the second time. listen with your heart open and the secrets of the universe will be given you Loved every bit of it! Very empowering and very practical and relatable. Love the Style of writing and the use of a fable to
illustrate lessons makes it even easier to listen to
Let us take you below the surface of personality and behavior and identify the thoughts that drive both. Are they healthy or unhealthy? Now you can know. $99 FREE CLICK HERE These are the ten time-tested principles of success found in Og’s perennial bestseller, The Greatest Salesman in the
World. Enjoy Og’s grandfatherly New Hampshire accent as he personally narrates this treasure trove of principles. And while you are listening, remember he wrote them all in one night. $30 FREE CLICK HERE Discover how to use your painful life experiences to more effectively connect with others. Discover five ways to use your mind to get a clear
vision of possibilities that ignites passion and drives action. Find the joy of working passion driven while creating your dreams. Dave makes the Ten Scrolls come alive with priceless practices and processes. $19.95 BUY NOW As Dave often asks, “If I said half the things to you that your thought process say to you, could we still be friends?” Discover
the five most common causes of self-esteem challenges. Put into practice specific practices and processes designed to assist you in healing your self-esteem. You deserve this book. $19.95 BUY NOW Listen to Dave as he shares his personal insights after studying the Scrolls for over two decades. Discover the depth of the wisdom awaiting a hungry
mind. $197 BUY NOW Home Study Courses (delivered online) Gain a deeper understanding of the greatest secret to success in all ventures—agape love. Learn and apply the principles of Intrinsic Validation. Create a vivid vision for your life and mission. Discover how to use visualization constructively to ignite passion. Learn how to avoid
catastrophizing and escape & avoid fantasy. Make the Now your permanent residence and discover how to work passion-driven. Discover how to quiet an overactive mind and willingly let go of resistance, resentment and rebellion and embrace the structure needed to create success. The pain is not in the change. Learn how to own your unique clay—
your natural strengths, talents, and challenges—and create the most you can with what you have been given. Learn how to be real, genuine and authentic—comfortable in your own skin—and how to maintain confidence in your ability and experience success, happiness and peace of mind.
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